Telecommunications offers a range of deskphones to provide high quality, reliable, and cost effective solutions for the communication needs of the UCF community.
AudioCodes C450HD (Skype for Business/Native Teams)

The AudioCodes Microsoft Teams-native C450HD IP phone is a feature-rich, executive high-end business phone for the Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business market. It supports single-click switchover between Microsoft Teams with native client experience and Skype for Business.

One-Time Cost: $350.00

AudioCodes 450HD + Expansion Module

The AudioCodes 450HD is an executive level easy-to-use, feature-rich, executive high-end business phone for the Skype for Business market. A member of the AudioCodes 400HD IP phone series, the 450HD boasts a large 5” color touch screen, providing ease of use and full unified communications support. Touch screen user interface enabling up to 8 programmable keys and a full duplex speaker phone. The phone also features an expansion module with 22 programmable keys

One-Time Cost: $450.00
AudioCodes 405HD
The AudioCodes 405HD series of IP Phones 405HD IP phone is a cost-effective phone designed to offer the essential everyday features that the modern business environment demands.
One-Time Cost: $150.00

AudioCodes 445HD
The 445HD IP phone is an feature-rich high-end business phone with a 4.3” color screen. The 445HD includes an integrated, dedicated LCD sidecar displaying contacts and their presence.
One-Time Cost: $300.00